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An Online Relevant Set Algorithm for Statistical
Machine Translation

* Christoph Tillmann and Tong Zhang

Abstract—This paper presents a novel online relevant set
algorithm for a linearly-scored block sequence translation model.
The key component is a new procedure to directly optimize the
global scoring function used by a statistical machine translation
(SMT) decoder. This training procedure treats the decoder as
a black-box, and thus can be used to optimize any decoding
scheme. The novel algorithm is evaluated using different feature
types: 1) commonly used probabilistic features, such as transla-
tion, language, or distortion model probabilities, and 2) binary
features. In particular, encouraging results on a standardArabic-
English translation task are presented for a translation system
that uses only binary feature functions. To further demonstrate
the effectiveness of the novel training algorithm, a detailed
comparison with the widely used minimum-error-rate (MER)
training algorithm [2] is presented using the same decoder and
feature set. The online algorithm is simplified by introducing
so-called ’seed’ block sequences which enable the trainingto be
carried out without a gold standard block translation. Whil e
the online training algorithm is extremely fast, it also improves
translation scores over the MER algorithm in some experiments.

Index Terms—Statistical machine translation, online algo-
rithm, discriminative learning.

EDICS Category: SLP-SSMT

I. I NTRODUCTION

This paper employs a view of phrase-based SMT as a se-
quential process that generates block orientation sequences. A
block is a pair of phrases which are translations of each other.
For example, Figure 1 shows an Arabic-English translation
example that uses four blocks. During decoding, we view
translation as a block segmentation process, where the input
sentence is segmented from left to right and the target sentence
is generated from bottom to top, one block at a time. A block
orientation sequence is generated under the restriction that the
concatenated source phrases of all the blocks in the sequence
yield the input sentence. This block sequence is monotone
except for the possibility to swap neighbor blocks. In this
local reordering model similar to [3], [4] a blockb with
orientationo is generated relative to its predecessor blockb′.
During decoding, we maximize the scoresw(bn1 , o

n
1 ) of a block

orientation sequence(bn1 , o
n
1 ):

sw(bn1 , o
n
1 ) =

n
∑

i=1

wT · f(bi, oi, bi−1), (1)
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Fig. 1. An Arabic-English block sequence translation example, where the
Arabic words are romanized. The following orientation sequence is generated:
o1 = N, o2 = L, o3 = N, o4 = R.

where bi is a block, bi−1 is its predecessor block,oi ∈
{L(eft), R(ight), N(eutral)} is a three-valued orientation com-
ponent linked to the blockbi, and n is the number of
blocks. f(bi, oi, bi−1) ∈ R

M is a high-dimensional feature
representation of the block orientation pair(bi, oi, bi−1), where
M might be in the tens of millions. Most of the time the block
bi is generated immediately to the left (oi = L) or the right
(oi = R) of its predecessor blockbi−1, where the orientation
oi−1 of the predecessor block is ignored. The neutral orien-
tation is used to handle blocks that are ’detached’ from their
predecessor blocks. This restricted reordering model results in
fast decoding speeds while producing good translations results
on the Arabic-English translation task.

The paper focuses on the discriminative training of the
weight vectorw ∈ R

M in Eq. 1. The decoding process is
decomposed into local decision steps based on Eq. 1, but
the model is trained in a global setting. The advantage of
this approach is that it can easily handle tens of millions of
features, e.g. up to35 million features for the experiments in
this paper. Moreover, under this view, SMT becomes quite
similar to sequential natural language annotation problems
such as part-of-speech tagging and shallow parsing, and the
novel training algorithm in this paper is quite similar to work
on training algorithms for these task, e.g. the online algorithm
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for dependency parsing [5] and the perceptron algorithm
for POS tagging [6]. The online relevant set algorithm is
capable of achieving good translation results on a standard
translation task without using specialized probability features
as in [2]. Furthermore, a detailed comparison of the novel
training algorithm with the widely-used minimum-error-rate
(MER) training [2] is presented. Largely identical or even
improved translation scores are obtained when comparing the
MER training and the novel online algorithm using the same
decoder and parameter setting.

The paper is structured as follows: Section II presents the
baseline block sequence model and the feature representation.
Section III presents the discriminative training algorithm that
learns a good global ranking function used during decoding.
In Section IV implementation details for the novel discrim-
inative training algorithm are given. Section V introducesa
perceptron-style simplification with competitive resultswhen
compared to the widely used MER training algorithm. Sec-
tion VI shows results on a standard Arabic-English translation
task for all the discriminative training algorithms presented
in this paper. Finally, some discussion and future work are
presented in Section VII.

II. B LOCK SEQUENCEMODEL

This paper views phrase-based SMT as a block sequence
generation process. A blockb = (S, T ) is a phrase pair
consisting of source phraseS and target phraseT . Within the
block sequence generation process local phrase reorderingis
handled explicitly by introducing block orientation as shown
below. Starting point for the block-based translation model is
a block set, e.g. about9.5 million Arabic-English phrase pairs
for the experiments in this paper. This block set is used to
decode training sentence to obtain block orientation sequences
that are used in the discriminative parameter training. Nothing
but the block set and the parallel training data is used to
carry out the training, i.e. while a translation and distortion
model is used in generating the block set, these translation
probabilities are not used during the discriminative training.
During decoding, we maximize the scoresw(bn1 , o

n
1 ) of a block

orientation sequence(bn1 , o
n
1 ) as defined in Eq. 1. In modeling

a block sequence, we emphasize adjacent block neighbors
that haveo = R (Right) or o = L (Left) orientation. As
is demonstrated in Figure 1 during the bottom up decoding
process each blockbi immediately follows blockbi−1 in the
target sentence, and its orientation labeloi depends on its
source position relative tobi−1. If the block bi appears left
adjacent to the source phrase of blockbi−1 its orientation label
is oi = L. If the block bi appears right adjacent to the source
phrase of blockbi−1 its orientation label isoi = R. If the block
bi appears to the right of the source phrase ofbi−1 but is not
adjacent it is said to have neutral orientationoi = N . Here,
the source phrase of a single block must fill the source gap
between successor blockbi and predecessor blockbi−1. This
way blocks with neutral orientation are less strongly ’linked’
to their predecessor block. If the initial blockb0 occurs at the
sentence start it has right orientationo0 = R. Since there is no
predecessor block here, we assume the presence of a sentence

’boundary’ block. Similar approaches to phrase-based SMT
that restrict the word reordering to local phrase reordering
only are presented in [3], [4], [7], [8].

Rather than predicting local block neighbors as in [3], here
the model parametersw in Eq. 1 are trained in a global
setting. Starting with a simple initial model, the trainingdata
is decoded multiple times: the weight vectorw is trained to
discriminate block sequences with a high translation score
against block sequences with a high BLEU score. High
scoring block sequences may contain translation errors that
are quantified by a lower BLEU score. A ’true’ high BLEU-
scoring block sequence as well as the high scoring block
sequences are represented by high dimensional feature vectors
using the binary features defined below and the translation
process is handled as a multi-class classification problem in
which each block sequence represents a possible class. The
effect of this training procedure can be seen in Figure 2 in
Section VI: each decoding step on the training data adds a
high-scoring block sequence to the discriminative training and
the BLEU score on the training data is improved after each
iteration (along with the test set BLEU score). A theoretical
justification for this training procedure in terms of the novel
relevant set algorithm is given in Section III. The algorithm
can be adapted to work with different evaluation metrics as
well, e.g. in Section VI-D the multi-reference word error rate
(mWER) is used as training criterion. High BLEU scoring
block sequences for each training sentence are obtained as
follows: the regular phrase-based decoder is modified in a
way that it uses the BLEU score as optimization criterion
(independent of any translation model). Here, searching for
the highest BLEU scoring block sequence is restricted to local
block swapping as is the model-based decoding (as shown
in Figure 1). The BLEU score is computed with respect
to the single reference translation provided by the parallel
training data. A block sequence with an average BLEU score
of about54.2 % is obtained for each training sentence. The
training BLEU score is computed for each training sentence
pair separately (treating each sentence pair as a single-sentence
corpus with a single reference) and then averaged over all
training sentences. Although block sequences are found with
a high BLEU score on average there is no guarantee to find
the maximum BLEU block sequence for a given sentence pair.
The target word sequence corresponding to a block sequence
does not have to match the reference translation, i.e. maximum
BLEU scores are quite low for some training sentences. In
order to make the comparison with the MER training [2]
straightforward a simplification using so-called ‘seed’ block
sequences is introduced in Section V. It enables the training to
be carried out without an initial gold standard block sequence.

Feature vector components in the block bigram feature
vector f(bi, oi, bi−1) ∈ R

M in Eq. 1 can be both real-valued
and binary-valued. As real-valued feature vector components
we typically take the negative logarithm of some block model
probabilities (for details see Section VI-B). The binary feature
functions are similar to feature functions used in common
phrase-based translation systems. While the use of POS-
based features does not improve translation performance inthe
current experiments, more sophisticated features will be tested
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in future experiments. For illustration purposes, the binary
features do ’fire’ on the example block sequence in Figure 1.
There arephrase-basedandword-based features:

f1(bi, oi, bi−1) =







1 block bi consists of target phrase
’violate’ and source phrase ’tnthk’

0 otherwise

f2(bi, oi, bi−1) =















1 ’Lebanese’ is a word in the target
phrase of blockbi and ’AllbnAny’
is a word in the source phrase

0 otherwise

Example featuref1 is a ’unigram’ phrase-based feature cap-
turing the identity of a block. Additional phrase-based features
include block orientation, target and source phrase bigram
features. Word-based features are used as well, e.g. example
feature f2 captures word-to-word translation dependencies
similar to the use of Model1 probabilities in [9]. Additionally,
we use distortion features involving relative source word
position andm-gram features for adjacent target words. These
features correspond to the use of a language model, but their
weights are trained on the parallel training data only. For
the most complex model, the number of features is about35
million (ignoring all features that occur only once).

III. A PPROXIMATE RELEVANT SET METHOD

Throughout the section, we letz = (bn1 , o
n
1 ). Each block

sequencez = (bn1 , o
n
1 ) corresponds to a candidate translation.

In the training data where target translations are given, a BLEU
scoreBl(z) can be calculated for eachz = (bn1 , o

n
1 ) against

the target translations. In this set up, our goal is to find a
weight vectorw such that the highersw(z) is, the higher the
corresponding BLEU scoreBl(z) should be. If we can find
such a weight vector, then block decoding by searching for the
highestsw(z) will lead to good translation with high BLEU
score. Formally, we denote a source sentence byS, and let
V (S) be the set of possible candidate oriented block sequences
z = (bn1 , o

n
1 ) that the decoder can generate fromS. For

example, in a monotone decoder, the setV (S) contains block
sequences{bn1} that cover the source sentenceS in the same
order. For a decoder with local reordering, the candidate set
V (S) also includes additional block sequences with reordered
block configurations that the decoder can efficiently search.
Therefore depending on the specific implementation of the
decoder, the setV (S) can be different. In general,V (S) is a
subset of all possible oriented block sequences{(bn1 , o

n
1 )} that

are consistent with input sentenceS. Given a scoring function
sw(·) and an input sentenceS, we can assume that the decoder
implements the following decoding rule:

ẑ(S) = arg max
z∈V (S)

sw(z). (2)

Let S1, . . . ,SN be a set ofN training sentences. Each sen-
tenceSi is associated with a setV (Si) of possible translation
block sequences that are search-able by the decoder. Each
translation block sequencez ∈ V (Si) induces a translation,
which is then assigned a BLEU scoreBl(z) (obtained by
comparing against the target translations). The goal of the

training is to find a weight vectorw such that for each training
sentenceSi, the corresponding decoder outputsẑ ∈ V (Si)
which has the maximum BLEU score among allz ∈ V (Si)
based on Eq. 2 . In other words, ifẑ maximizes the scoring
function sw(z), then ẑ also maximizes the BLEU metric.
Based on the description, a simple idea is to learn the BLEU
scoreBl(z) for each candidate block sequencez. That is, we
would like to estimatew such thatsw(z) ≈ Bl(z). This can
be achieved through least squares regression. It is easy to see
that if we can find a weight vectorw that approximatesBl(z),
then the decoding-rule in Eq. 2 automatically maximizes the
BLEU score. However, in our experiments, this simple idea
yields poor results. The main reason for its failure is due tothe
difficulty of estimatingBl(z) reliably based only on a linear
combination of the feature vector as in Eq. 1. Although it
is not possible to accurately approximate the BLEU metric
using the scoring functionsw(z) defined in Eq. 1, it is still
possible to obtain good translation performance. We note that
a good decoder does not necessarily employ a scoring function
that approximates the BLEU score. Instead, we only need to
make sure that the top-ranked block sequence obtained by the
decoder scoring function has a high BLEU score. To formulate
this idea, we attempt to find a decoding parameter such that
for each sentenceS in the training data, sequences inV (S)
with the highest BLEU scores should getsw(z) scores higher
than those with low BLEU scores.

Denote byVK(S) a set ofK block sequences inV (S)
with the highest BLEU scores. Our decoded result should lie
in this set. We call them the “truth”. The set of the remaining
sequences isV (S) − VK(S), which we shall refer to as the
“alternatives”. We look for a weight vectorw that minimize
the following training criterion:

ŵ = argmin
w

[

1

N

N
∑

i=1

Φ(w, VK(Si), V (Si)) + λw2

]

(3)

Φ(w, VK , V ) =
1

K

∑

z∈VK

max
z′∈V −VK

ψ(w, z, z′)

ψ(w, z, z′) = φ(sw(z),Bl(z); sw(z′),Bl(z′)),

whereN is the number of training sentence pairs,φ is a
non-negative real-valued loss function (whose specific choice
is not critical for the purposes of this paper),andλ ≥ 0
is a regularization parameter. In our experiments, resultsare
obtained using the following convex loss

φ(s, b; s′, b′) = (b− b′)(1 − (s− s′))2+, (4)

where (z)+ = max(0, z), s is shorthand forsw(z), b is
shorthand forBl(z), and s′ and b′ are defined accordingly.
We refer to this formulation as ’Costmargin’ (cost-sensitive
margin) method: for each input sentenceS the ’Costmargin’
Φ(w, VK(S), V (S)) between the ’true’ block sequence set
VK(S) and the ’alternative’ block sequence setV (S) is
maximized. Note that due to the truth and alternative set up,we
always haveb > b′. This loss function gives an upper bound
of the error we will suffer if the order ofs ands′ is wrongly
predicted (that is, if we predicts ≤ s′ instead ofs > s′). It
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also has the property that if for the BLEU scoresb ≈ b′ holds,
then the loss value is small (proportional tob− b′).

A major contribution of this work is a procedure to solve
Eq. 3 approximately. The main difficulty is that the search
spaceV (S) covered by the decoder can be extremely large.
It cannot be enumerated for practical purposes. Our idea is to
replace this large space by a small subspaceV̄rel(S) ⊂ V (S)
which we callrelevant set. The possibility of this reduction is
based on the following theoretical result.

Lemma 1: Let ψ(w, z, z′) be continuous function ofw,
and let ŵ be a local solution of Eq. 3. Letξi(w, z) =
maxz′∈V (Si)−VK(Si) ψ(w, z, z′), and define

V̄rel(Si) = { z
′ ∈ V (Si) : ∃z ∈ VK(Si)

s.t.ψ(ŵ, z, z′) = ξi(ŵ, z) }.

Then ŵ is a local minimum of
[

1

N

N
∑

i=1

Φ(w, VK (Si), V̄rel(Si)) + λw2

]

. (5)

Proof: Let Q(w) = N−1
∑N

i=1 Φ(w, VK(Si), V (Si)) +
λw2. Let ŵ be a local solution of (3), thenQ(ŵ) ≤ Q(w)
in a neigbhorhood ofŵ. Due to the continuity, we may
choose the neigbhorhood small enough such that∀z′ ∈
V̄rel(Si) − VK(Si), ψ(w, z, z′) < ξi(w, z). This means
that Φ(w, VK(Si), V̄rel(Si)) = Φ(w, VK (Si), V (Si)) in this
neigbhorhood ofŵ, implying the lemma.

If φ is a convex function ofw (as in our choice), then we
know that the global optimal solution remains the same if the
whole decoding spaceV is replaced by the relevant setV̄rel.

In many practical applications, each subspaceV̄rel(Si)
can be significantly smaller thanV (Si). This is because it
only includes those alternativesz′ with score sŵ(z′) close
to one of the selected truth. These are the most important
alternatives that are easily confused with the truth. Essentially
the lemma says that if the decoder works well on these
difficult alternatives (relevant points), then it works well on
the whole space. The idea is closely related to active learning
in standard classification problems, where we selectively pick
the most important samples for labeling in order to maximize
classification performance. In the active learning setting, as
long as we do well on the actively selected samples, we do
well on the whole sample space. In our case, as long as we
do well on the relevant set, the decoder will perform well.

Strictly speaking, the transformation of the original problem
into the new relevant set formulation does not necessarily
make the problem easier a priori: the burden is moved from
computing amax over a large collection of alternate hypothe-
ses to anarg max over the same collection. Both can be
intractable because the loss incorporates a non-decomposable
BLEU factor. However, the importance of this transformation
is due to the fact that this idea leads to a practical procedure
that employs an approximation of relevant set as part of the al-
gorithm. Under appropriate assumptions, using an approximate
relevant set ensures the convergence of the algorithm, as shown
in the Appendix. Observe that the relevant set depends on the
decoder parameterw, and the decoder parameter is optimized
on the relevant set. In a practical algorithm, it is necessary to

TABLE I
GENERIC APPROXIMATERELEVANT SET METHOD

for each data pointS
initialize truth setVK(S) and alternative setVrel(S)

for each decoding iteration l: ℓ = 1, · · · , L
for each data pointS

select relevant points{z̃k} ∈ V (S) (*)
updateVrel(S)← Vrel(S) ∪ {z̃k}

updatew by solving Eq. 5 approximately (**)

estimate them jointly using an iterative algorithm. The basic
idea is to start with a decoding parameterw, and estimate
the corresponding relevant set; we then updatew based on the
relevant set, and iterate this process. The procedure is outlined
in Table I, where we useVrel to denote an approximate
relevant set that approximates the true relevant setV̄rel. We
intentionally leave the implementation details of the (*) step
and (**) step open. Moreover, in this general algorithm, we do
not have to assume thatsw(z) has the form of Eq. 1. A natural
question concerning the procedure is its convergence behavior.
It can be shown that under mild assumptions, if we pick in
(*) an alternativẽzk ∈ V (S) − VK(S) for eachzk ∈ VK(S)
(k = 1, . . . ,K) such that

ψ(w, zk, z̃k) = max
z′∈V (S)−VK(S)

ψ(w, zk, z
′), (6)

then the procedure converges to the solution of Eq. 3. More-
over, the rate of convergence depends only on the property
of the loss function, and not on the size ofV (S). This
property is critical as it shows that as long as Eq. 6 can
be computed efficiently, then the Approximate Relevant Set
algorithm is efficient. Moreover, it gives a bound on the size
of an approximate relevant set with a certain accuracy. One
result of this kind is presented in the Appendix. It should
be pointed out that in practice exact computation of Eq. 6
may not be feasible. For example, in the machine translation
application, this requires finding a sentence that optimizes
the BLEU score. This optimization can only be performed
over a restricted search space containing only a subset of all
sentences (e.g., including only local reordering), as detailed in
Section IV. In this case, one may either view the solution as an
approximation to Eq. 6, or simply regardV (S) as the subset
of sentences that can be efficiently searched by the decoder.

The approximate solution of Eq. 5 in (**) can be imple-
mented using stochastic gradient descent (SGD), where we
may simply updatew as:

w→ w − η
1

K

K
∑

k=1

∇wψ(w, zk , z̃k).

The parameterη > 0 is a fixed constant often referred to as
learning rate. For simplicity, here we skip the regularization
term (SGD has an implicit regularization effect when the
learning rateη is small), which can be easily incorporated.
Convergence results can be proved. For simplicity, we skip the
analysis. Up to this point, we have not assumed any specific
form of the decoder scoring function in our algorithm. We
now consider Eq. 1 used in our model:

sw(z) = wT · F (z),
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TABLE II
COSTMARGIN TRAINING ALGORITHM: L = 30 IS THE NUMBER OF
TIMES THE TRAINING DATA IS DECODED, R = 40 IS THE NUMBER
OF ITERATIONS FOR THESGD TRAINING . THE LEARNING RATE IS

SET TOη = 1e − 4. THE LOSS FUNCTIONl(z′, z) IS DEFINED IN
SECTION IV.

for each input sentenceSi, i = 1, · · · , N
V5(Si) is the oracle truth
Vrel(Si)← {z0(Si)}

for each iteration ℓ: ℓ = 2, · · · , L
Online Training Step:
initial weight vectorw = w0

for each ’online’ iteration r = 1, · · · , R
for each input sentenceSi in random order

find s = argmax
m∈{1,··· ,|V5(Si)|}

Bl(zim))

find t = argmin
m∈{1,··· ,|Vrel(Si)|}

l(zis, zim)

w ← w + η · (xis − xit) · (Bl(zis)− Bl(zit))
Decoding Step:
for each input sentenceSi, i = 1, · · · , N

compute top-scoring block sequencez̃(Si) and
updateVrel(Si)← Vrel(Si) ∪ {z̃(Si)}

whereF (z) =
∑n

i=1 f(bi, oi, bi−1). Using this feature rep-
resentation and the loss function in Eq. 4, we obtain the
following Costmargin SGD update rule:

w → w + η
K

∑K

k=1 ∆Blkyk (1− wT · yk)+, (7)

∆Blk = Bl(zk)− Bl(z̃k), yk = F (zk)− F (z̃k).

This method is related to some other formulations proposed
in the machine learning literature for solving structured pre-
diction problems such as [10] and [11]. However, the earlier
approaches cannot be directly applied to our problem unless
modifications are made. In this context, both the general
algorithm presented in Table I as well as its analysis in the
appendix are novel.

IV. PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF RELEVANT SET

METHOD

In this section, we present implementation details for the
online relevant set training algorithm presented in Section III.
The Costmargin training algorithm shown in Table II is used
to train translation models based on binary features. It is
carried out by runningL = 30 times over the parallel training
data each time decoding all of the training sentences and
generating a single block sequence which is added to the
(approximate) relevant setVrel(Si) of each input sentence pair
Si, where i = 1, · · · , N = 230 000 (training data details
are presented in Section VI). A block sequence generated
at decoding stepℓ1 is used in all subsequent training steps
ℓ2 > ℓ1. The training data after thel-th decoding step is
given as[ V5(Si) , Vrel(Si) ]

N
i=1, where the size|Vrel(Si)| of

the relevant alternative set isl after the l-th decoding step.
V5(Si) is the set of the five highest BLEU scoring oracle
block sequences that are computed up-front for all training
sentence pairsSi and are stored separately as described in
Section II. Given the training set[ V5(Si) , Vrel(Si) ]

N

i=1 the
highest BLEU scoring block sequencezis for each relevant set
Vrel(Si) is computed. Given the block sequencezis a block
sequencezit is computed which minimizes the lossl(zis, zit),
where l(z′, z) = −(Bl(z′) − Bl(z)) · (s(z′) − s(z) − 1). In

Table II, xij is used as a short-hand notation for the feature
vector F (zij) representing the block sequencezij , where
F (z) =

∑n

i=1 f(bi, o,bi−1) is defined as previously. Each time
the relevant set has been increased by a single element for all
input sentencesSi, the weight vectorw is trained using the
SGD-based online training algorithm described in Section III
carrying outR = 40 iterations over the relevant sets for each
training sentenceSi. The newly generated weight vectorw
which is used for the subsequent decoding step is trained
from scratch, i.e. starting with the zero weightw0 = {0.0}M

and ignoring the weight vectors of any preceding iteration.
Since this training step is carried out on a single machine, it
dominates the overall computation time. As each iteration adds
a single relevant alternative to the setVrel(Si), computation
time increases with the number of training iterations: the
initial model is trained in a few minutes, while training
the model after the30-th iteration may take a few hours
for the most complex models. The decoding of the230 000
training sentence pairs is carried out in parallel on25 64-
Bit Opteron machines . Here, monotone decoding is much
faster than decoding with block swapping: it takes less than
0.5 hours while the decoding with swapping takes about an
hour. Since the training starts with only the parallel training
data and a block set, some initial block sequences have to
be generated in order to initialize the global model training:
for each input sentence a simple bag of blocks translation
is generated. For each input interval that is matched by some
block b, a single block is added randomly to the bag-of-blocks
translationz0(S). The order in which the blocks are generated
is ignored. For the initial block sequence only block and word
identity features are generated, i.e. features of typef1 andf2
in Section II. This step does not require the use of a decoder.
This way, the initial relevant set for each training sentence
contains just a single alternative. After each decoding step, a
feature vector representing the top scoring block sequences is
written in binary format to disc. This binary representation lists
all the indexes of binary features that are active for that block
sequence, e.g. several hundred feature indexes are listed for a
typical block sequence. In additional experiments an-best list
was generated instead of just using the single top-scoring block
sequence. While no improvements in translation performance
as measured by the BLEU score were obtained, using the
single-best block sequence only is important for the following
reasons: 1) decoding time is increased by about a factor of
3 when non-best lists are generated, 2) the use ofn-best
lists significantly increases the disc space requirements which
is proportional to the size of the relevant set, i.e. assuming
the generation of a100-best list about3 000 feature vectors
need to stored per training sentence pair as opposed to at
most30 when generating a single-best block sequence. Even
when writing just a single feature vector for each iterationl
all the relevant sets cannot be kept in memory and the SGD
algorithm requires constant re-reading of feature vectorsfrom
disc such that efficient binary reading procedures have been
implemented.

Although in order to achieve fast convergence with a
theoretical guarantee, we should use Eq. 6 to update the
relevant set, in reality, this idea is difficult to implement
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TABLE III
PERCEPTRON-STYLE TRAINING ALGORITHM: L = 30 IS THE

NUMBER OF TIMES THE TRAINING DATA IS DECODED, R = 40 IS
THE NUMBER OF ITERATIONS FOR THESGDTRAINING ,

N = 1043 IS THE NUMBER OF DEV-SET SENTENCES. THE
LEARNING RATE IS SET TOη = 1e − 5.

for each input sentenceSi, i = 1, · · · , N
Vrel(Si)← {z0(Si), z1(Si)}

for each iteration ℓ: ℓ = 3, · · · , L
Online Training Step:
initial weight vectorw = w0

for each ’online’ iteration r = 1, · · · , R
for each input sentenceSi in random order

find s = argmax
m∈{1,··· ,|Vrel(Si)|}

Bl(zim)

find t = argmax
m∈{1,··· ,|Vrel(Si)|}

sw(zim)

w ← w + η · (xis − xit)
Decoding Step:
for each input sentenceSi, i = 1, · · · , N

compute top-scoring block sequencez̃(Si) and
updateVrel(Si)← Vrel(Si) ∪ {z̃(Si)}

because it requires a more costly decoding step. Therefore
in Table II, we adopt an approximation, where the relevant
set is updated by adding the decoder output at each stage. In
this way, we are able to treat the decoding scheme as a black
box. One way to approximate Eq. 6 is to generate multiple
decoding outputs and pick the most relevant points based on
Eq. 6. Since , as mentioned above, then-best list generation
is computationally costly, only a single block sequence is
generated for each training sentence pair. Although we are
not able to rigorously prove fast convergence rate for this
approximation, it works well in practice, as Figure 2 shows.
Theoretically this is because points achieving large values in
Eq. 6 tend to have higher chances to become the top-ranked
decoder output as well.

V. PERCEPTRON-STYLE ALGORITHM AND MER TRAINING

Table III presents a simplification of the relevant set algo-
rithm in Table II. In Section VI-B, this perceptron-style algo-
rithm is compared empirically to the widely used minimum-
error-rate (MER) training, carrying out translation experiments
using the same decoder and the same decoder parameter
setting. The MER training is the Perl implementation provided
by the NAACL 2006 SMT workshop [12]. The perceptron
algorithm is aC++ implementation. Both algorithms share
the same data presentation for a candidate translation: a low
dimensional feature vectorx ∈ R

7 is computed, where the
feature componentsxj are obtained by summing various
probability features over all blocks in given block sequence
z : F (z) =

∑n
i=1 f(bi, o,bi−1), wheref(bi, o,bi−1) ∈ R

7 is a
’dense’ feature representation of the block orientation bigram
f(bi, o,bi−1) andx is a shorthand for the feature vectorF (z).
The actual probability features are defined in Section VI-B.
While the MER training explicitly tries to minimize test set
level translation error, the perceptron-style algorithm works by
iteratively carrying out a simple ranking task on a sentence-
by-sentence basis. Apart from using simple perceptron-style
weight updates, the algorithm in Table III is also simplified
by introducing so-called ’seed’ block sequences. No block

labeled training data in terms of gold standard phrase-to-
phrase translations is needed to initialize the training, i.e.
no oracle BLEU computation as described in Section II is
needed. Based on the observation that a ’flat’ weight vector
w already results in surprisingly good translation scores, i.e.
in Table VII the perceptron trained weight vector achieves
a BLEU score of 44.7 (as shown in line11) while the
flat weight vectorw1 achieves a BLEU score of43.1, two
different translations per input sentence are generated which
are used as ’block sequence seeds’. Here, two weight vectors
w1 andw2 are generated independently of the training data,
i.e. a flat weight vectorw1 = {0.1}7 and an almost flat
vector w2 which is generated fromw1 by adding a small
random numberδ ∈ [−0.01, 0.01]. As shown in Table III,
the initial two weight vectorsw1 andw2 are used to generate
two block sequencesz0(Si) and z1(Si) per input sentence
Si. These block sequences are used to initialize a simple
labeling scheme: for each iterationr and relevant setV (Si)
the online training algorithm computes thes-th decoder output
xis with the highest BLEU score and thet-th decoder output
xit with the highest translation score. Each time a candidate
setV (Si) is processed, the cost-insensitive perceptron weight
vector updatew ← w + (xis − xir) is used to update the
weight vectorw ∈ R

7 on this candidate set. The perceptron
algorithm iteratively enlarges the candidate set by translating
each sentence of the development dataL − 2 times, where
L = 30.

The MER training [2] tries to find a parameter vectorwM
1 ∈

R
M to optimize the development set BLEU score of a log-

linear modelPr(eI
1|f

J
1 ), wherefJ

1 is a source sentence of
length J and eI

1 is a target sentence of lengthI andM is
the number of probability features. The model is defined as
follows:

pwM

1

(eI
1|f

J
1 ) =

exp
[

∑M
m=1 wmhm(eI

1, f
J
1 )

]

∑

e′I
′

1

exp
[

∑M

m=1 wmhm(e′I
′

1 , f
J
1 )

](8)

wherehm(eI
1, f

J
1 ) is a global feature function. In the MER

implementation [12] the feature functionshm(eI
1, f

J
1 ) are

obtained by summing probability features along the final
decoder path. Using a block-based decoder this is equivalent
to summing the probability features over the final block
sequence, i.e. if a block sequencez represents a translation
from the input sentencefJ

1 into the target sentenceeI
1 then

the m-th component of the global vectorF (z) is taken as
the feature valuehm(·). Here, the sum in the denominator
of Eq. 8 is not computed as it is assumed to be constant
for a given input sentencefJ

1 . A disadvantage of the MER
training algorithm is that by updating the weight vectorw
component-wise carrying out a one-dimensional line searchfor
each dimension of the weight vector, it cannot handle a high-
dimensional feature space. Since the BLEU [13] evaluation
metric is computed on the test set level, the MER training also
optimizes the parameterswM

1 on the test set level. On the other
hand, the perceptron algorithm optimizes the weight vectorw
by computing BLEU on the sentence level only. At least for
the feature set in this paper, the results show no degradation
in performance due to this simplification.
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For the experiments in Section VI-B, the seed block ap-
proach is also used in connection with the Costmargin weight
vector updates to allow direct comparison of the different train-
ing algorithms, i.e. no oracle block sequences are generated for
the development data. When handling real-valued ’informa-
tive’ features the perceptron algorithm performs as well asthe
Costmargin algorithm which demonstrates the usefulness of
the relevant set approach1. While the Costmargin, perceptron,
and MER training algorithms result in largely comparable
performance on a standard Arabic-English translation task, the
online training algorithms have the following advantages over
the MER training: 1) By not having to generate a computa-
tionally expensiven-best list during training decoding speed
is increased by a factor3: an almost identical translation per-
formance is achieved by generating a single top scoring block
sequence on each iteration over the training data. Since the
online algorithms compute only sentence-level BLEU scores
they are conceptually simple and fast. 2) Compared to the
MER training, improved translation performance is obtained
when including a non-probabilistic feature component intothe
feature vectorx, e.g. the target phrase length. Additionally,
in the case that the evaluation criteria used during training
and testing differ (cf. Table VIII) the perceptron algorithm
outperforms the Costmargin algorithm. 3) The online training
algorithm can handle millions of features on top of an already
strong baseline system using probabilistic features as shown
in Table IX.

VI. EXPERIMENTS

The discriminatively trained block sequence model for SMT
presented in this paper is tested on an Arabic-to-English
translation task. The training data consists of the officialdata
available for the NIST2004 MT evaluation. About92 000
sentences (2.8 million words) come from newswire data, and
3.77 million sentence pairs (115 million words) come from UN
proceedings. The language model used during the experiments
is trained on IBM proprietary data consisting of1.15 billion
English words. Some punctuation tokenization and some num-
ber classing are carried out on the English and the Arabic
training data. Translation results in terms of the automatic
cased BLEU evaluation metric [13] are presented on the
MT03 Arabic-English DARPA evaluation test set consisting
of 663 sentences with16 264 Arabic words and4 reference
translations. For some of the experiments using ’specialized’
probabilistic features in Section VI-B a development test set
is used which is the development data provided by LDC for
the 2002 DARPA Arabic-English MT evaluation. This data
consists of1 043 sentences with26 049 Arabic words and4
reference translations as well. A summary of the training and
test data statistics is shown in Table IV.

Currently, in order to be able to carry out the discrimi-
native training algorithm the original training data is filtered
according to the MT03 test set: all the Arabic substrings up
to length 12 that occur in the test set are computed and
the parallel training data is sampled to include at least one

1On the contrary, the perceptron algorithm results in significantly lower
BLEU scores when used with binary features only.

TABLE IV
TRAINING AND TEST SET STATISTICS FOR THEARABIC-ENGLISH

TRANSLATION EXPERIMENTS PRESENTED IN THIS PAPER.

Arabic English

Train Sentences 229 247
Words 5 519 768 6 761 083

DEV MT02 Sentences 1 043
Words 26 049 119 176 (4 refs)

TEST MT03 Sentences 663
Words 16 264 92 647 (4 refs)

training sentence pair for each of these phrases. The resulting
’MT03-specific’ training data contains about230 000 sentence
pairs. Contrary to the pre-filtering of the training data, the
block set used in the experiments is not pre-filtered according
to any particular test data and consists of about9 532 000
blocks. Experiments where the block set was also pre-filtered
according the MT03 test set resulted in a decreased BLEU
score by about3 %. The block set is derived using a phrase-
pair selection algorithm similar to [9], [14]. Blocks that occur
only once in the training data might be included as well.
Additionally, some heuristic filtering is used to increase phrase
translation accuracy. In all the experiments reported, word
casing is added as a post-processing step using a statistical
model (details are omitted here). Translation performancein
terms of BLEU is typically improved by about2 % ignoring
the case information. Translation results in terms of two
automatic evaluation metrics for SMT, namely the BLEU
evaluation metric [13] and the METEOR evaluation metric
[15] are used in this paper. METEOR has been shown to
highly correlate with human quality assessment and it can be
computed fast which is important for carrying out the decoder-
based experiments in section VI-B.

A. Experiments with Binary Features

Table V presents experimental results in terms of uncased
BLEU and METEOR for a model that uses binary feature
functions. Two reordering restrictions are tested, i.e. monotone
decoding (’MON’), and local block reordering where neighbor
blocks can be swapped (’SWAP’) ( see Figure 1 for an
example). While the ’SWAP’ reordering is quite restrictive,
it allows for the decoding step in the training algorithm in
Table II to be carried out fast. In order to obtain the results
in Table V, the following binary feature types are used which
are listed separately according to whether they are defined on
the word level or on the phrase level. The following word-
level features are used: ’Model1’ type features as defined
in Eq. 2, distortion type features, features on target language
trigrams, and a special word bigram feature for boundary
words of adjacent target phrases. The phrase-based features
include block unigram features (as defined in Eq. 2), block
orientation features, target and source phrase bigram features,
as well as a phrase length features:

f3(bi, oi, bi−1) =















1 block bi consists of the target
phrase ’Lebanese airspace’ and the
source phrase is2 words long

0 otherwise .
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TABLE V
BLEU TRANSLATION RESULTS ON THE TRAINING DATA(230 000
SENTENCES) AND THE MT03 TEST DATA (663 SENTENCES) USING

BINARY-VALUED FEATURES.

Re- Feature training test
ordering types training test bleu test meteor

1 ’MON’ oracle bleu 54.2 - -
2 phrase 41.6 28.2 59.1
3 word 42.3 34.0 60.8
4 all 45.8 34.7 61.1
5 all & LM 34.1 36.5 60.4

6 ’SWAP’ oracle bleu 59.4 - -
7 phrase 43.9 30.5 59.7
8 word 44.9 34.4 61.0
9 all 44.4 35.4 61.3
10 all & LM 36.6 38.7 62.9

In addition to the features mentioned above, POS-based
features have been tested but did not improve translation
performance. For the results with word-based features only,
the decoder still generates phrase-to-phrase translations, but
all the scoring is done on the word level.

Line 2-4 and line 7-9 in Table V present results for a
translation system that is based on binary features only2. The
fourth column shows translation performance on the training
data in terms of averaged sentence-level BLEU score where
the length penalty is not taken into account. Column five and
six show BLEU and METEOR translation results on the test
set level where for the BLEU test score the length penalty
is taken into account. The best performing system in line9
achieves a BLEU score of35.4 3. Line 1 and line5 of Table V
show the averaged sentence-level BLEU score obtained by
searching for the highest BLEU scoring block sequence for
each training sentence pair as described in Section II. Allowing
local block swapping in this search yields a much improved
BLEU score of59.4. The experimental results show that word-
based models significantly outperform phrase-based models,
the combination of word-based and phrase-based features
performs slightly better in terms of BLEU and METEOR
translation scores. Swap-based reordering seems to perform
slightly better than monotone decoding. For all experiments,
the training BLEU score remains significantly lower than the
maximum obtainable BLEU score shown in line1 and line5.
In this respect, there is significant room for improvements in
terms of feature functions and alternative set generation.The
word-based models perform surprisingly well, i.e. the model
in line 8 uses only three feature types: ’Model1’ types features
like f1001 in Section II, distortion features, and target language
m-gram features up tom = 3. Training speed varies depending
on the feature types used: for the simplest model shown in
line 2 of Table V, the training takes about12 hours, for the
models using word-based features shown in line3 and line
8 training takes less than2 days. Finally, the training for the
most complex model in line8 takes about4 days where up to
35 million feature weights are trained.

2The results in line5 and line10 include a single language model feature
as explained below.

3With a margin of±1.4 %, the differences between the results in line
3-4 and line8-9 are not statistically significant, but the other BLEU result
differences are.
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Fig. 2. Training and test learning curves for the Costmarginalgorithm in
Table II corresponding to line9 in Table V. The upper graph shows the
averaged training BLEU scores with a single reference and the lower graph
shows the test BLEU scores with four references as a functionof the decoding
iteration l.

Figure 2 shows the BLEU score for the model correspond-
ing to line9 in Table V as a function of the number of training
iterations: thex axis is the number of training iterations
l = 1, · · · , L = 30, the y axis shows the BLEU scores on
the training and test data. By adding top scoring alternatives
in the training algorithm in Table II, the BLEU score on the
training data improves from about19.0 for the initial model to
about46.0 for the best model after30 iterations. After each
training iteration the test data is decoded as well. Here, the
BLEU score improves from8.0 for the initial model to about
35.5 for the final model (the test data block sequences are not
used in the training). The learning curve in Figure 2 is typical
for the experiments in Table V: the training BLEU score is
much higher than the test set BLEU score despite the fact that
the test set uses4 reference translations. Additionally, line5
and line10 in Table V show that a significant improvement in
translation quality can be obtained by including a single real-
valued feature into the discriminative training, i.e. the trigram
language model probability for predicting all the target words
in the target phrase of a block (here, feature (c) and (d) from
the itemization in Section VI-B are merged into a single fea-
ture). The language model feature is included as a component
into the global feature vectorF (z) =

∑n

i=1 f(bi, oi, bi−1).
A constant weightwLM = 0.1 is assigned to the language
model feature during decoding and training. Figure 3 shows
that by including a language model a much faster convergence
of the online training is achieved, i.e. the Costmargin algorithm
converges after8 iterations rather than after25 iterations as
shown in Figure 2. The trigram language model does improve
translation performance significantly in the ’SWAP case, i.e.
from 35.4 to 38.7 in BLEU test score. Interestingly, when
using the language model feature the BLEU score on the
training data is actually lower while test score is improved:
the single language model feature seems prevent the binary
model from overfitting on the training data.
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Fig. 3. Training and test learning curves for the Costmarginalgorithm in
Table II corresponding to line10 in Table V. When including the LM feature
the online training algorithm converges much faster.

TABLE VI
ARABIC-ENGLISH TRANSLATION RESULTS USING THE6 REAL-VALUED

FEATURES(A)-(F) DEFINED IN SECTION VI-B. T HE RESULTS ARE
OBTAINED WITH A SMALL CONSTANT LEARNING RATE OF ǫ = 10−5 .

Line Training n-best training test
1 Method size dev bleu test bleu test meteor
2 flat - 26.8 40.0 60.8

3 mer 1 32.6 44.6 66.7
4 3 32.7 44.9 66.6
5 10 32.8 44.7 66.7
6 100 32.6 44.9 66.8

7 cost- 1 31.2 44.0 67.0
8 margin 3 31.1 44.7 66.6
9 10 31.3 44.0 67.2
10 100 31.4 44.5 67.2

11 percep- 1 30.9 44.1 67.0
12 -tron 3 30.1 43.7 65.5
13 10 30.9 44.5 66.3
14 100 30.1 42.8 66.5

B. Experiments with Specialized Features: Comparison with
MER Training

In this section a detailed empirical comparison between
the widely used MER training in [2] and the online training
methods presented in this paper is given. As for the minimum
error-rate training a Perl implementation of the algorithm
is used which has been provided to the participants of the
NAACL 2006 Workshop on Statistical Machine Translation
[12]. This Perl implementation is modified in such a way that it
can be carried out using the same block-based decoder as used
for the experiments in Section VI-A. Since the algorithm in
Table III is implemented in C++ no direct comparison in terms
of CPU time is possible: the algorithms are analyzed in terms
of convergence behavior and the size of then-best list used
during the discriminative training. For the experiments inthis
section a larger block set containing23 732 807 blocks is used.
This block set and the feature components described below are
trained on a slightly larger training data consisting of4.03
million training sentences including some IBM proprietary
data. Here, the block set used is not specific to any test data.
This has the advantage that development set and test set can
be decoded using the same block set. Using test set specific

TABLE VII
ARABIC-ENGLISH TRANSLATION RESULTS USING THE7 REAL-VALUED

FEATURES(A)-(G) DEFINED IN SECTION VI-B, INCLUDING THE
’ NON-PROBABILISTIC’ ( G) FEATURE . HERE, THE MER TRAINING

RESULTS IN A LOWERBLEU SCORE.

Line Training n-best training test
1 Method size dev bleu test bleu test meteor
2 flat - 29.5 43.1 64.7

3 mer 1 30.0 42.5 64.5
4 3 30.6 43.2 65.7
5 10 31.8 44.0 66.7
6 100 31.5 43.7 66.3

7 cost- 1 31.9 44.8 66.9
8 margin 3 31.6 44.6 67.6
9 10 32.2 44.9 68.6
10 100 32.1 44.3 68.8

11 percep- 1 31.6 44.7 67.0
12 -tron 3 31.8 44.6 67.2
13 10 32.1 45.7 67.8
14 100 32.2 44.6 68.7

training data and a test set specific block set for a phrase-based
machine translation system typically result in about2 % BLEU
score improvement on the test data: even better translation
results can be expected in future experiments using a restricted
block set. The following7 real-valued features are used during
the experiments:

• (a) Direct Model: the ’direct’ translation probability for
a block b is defined asp(b) = N(b = (S, T ))/N(T ),
whereN(b) is the block unigram count andN(T ) is the
target phrase unigram count for the target phraseT .

• (b) Lexical Weighting: the lexical weightp(S | T ) of
a block b = (S, T ) is computed similarly to [9] and
depends on the Model1 translation model probability
[16].

• (c)-(d) Trigram language model: Two language model
features are computed: 1) probability of the first target
word in target clumpTi for block bi given the final
two words of the predecessor target clumpTi−1, and 2)
probability of predicting the rest of the target words in
target clumpTi.

• (e)-(f) Distortion Weighting: A block reordering model
with word-based distortion probabilities is used. The
distortion model is computed from word-aligned training
data [17]. Similar to the block orientation model, so-
called inbound and outbound scores are assigned to a
block pair (bi−1, bi) based on their source positions
relative to each other.

• (g) Target Phrase Length: The negative number of
words in the target phraseT of a block b. This feature
is used to control the total number of words in the final
translation.

C. Effect of Feature Choice

For comparison purposes, experiments are carried out with
different sub-sets of the7 features defined above. The results
in Table VI are obtained using the6 features (a)-(f), while
for the results in Table VII the non-probabilistic (g) feature is
used additionally. Results for three algorithms are presented:
the Costmargin algorithm presented in Table II, the perceptron
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Fig. 4. Training and test learning curves for the Costmarginalgorithm in
Table II corresponding to line7 in Table VII. After the two ’seed’ block
translations have been generated, performance drops untilabout the8-th
iteration when appropriate alternatives have been generated to train a good
weight vector.
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Fig. 5. Training and test learning curves for the perceptronalgorithm in
Table III corresponding to line11 in Table VII. The cost-insensitive perceptron
update results in a less smooth learning curve, but translation performance is
nearly identical.

algorithm shown in Table III, and the MER training. When
using the Costmargin algorithm, the block sequence ’seed’
simplification from Section V is employed, i.e. the trainingis
initialized with two ’flat’ weight vectors as for the perceptron
algorithm. All three algorithms train the same low dimensional
weight vectorw ∈ R

M , whereM ∈ {6, 7}. In both tables,
the second column reports the training algorithm used. Line
2 shows the surprisingly good BLEU score obtained when
decoding with a ’flat’ weight vectorw0 = {0.1}M . The third
column shows the size of then-best list, the fourth column
reports the averaged sentence-level training BLEU score4,
the fifth and sixth column show the MT03 test set BLEU
and METEOR scores5. The three algorithms are analyzed
in terms of translation performance and size of then-best list.
N -best lists are generated using the algorithm in [18]. [19]
gives details on the block-based decoder and the translation

4While the averaged sentence-level BLEU scores are around30 % , the
corpus-level BLEU scores on the MT02 development set are in the same range
as the MT03 corpus-level BLEU scores, i.e. around44.0 %.

5The margin for significant BLEU differences is about±1.5 % on the
MT03 test set.
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Fig. 6. Training and test learning curves for the MER algorithm correspond-
ing to line3 in Table VI. Unlike the learning curves presented in Figure 4or
Figure 5, good performance is already achieved after the first few decoding
steps.

graph generation.

Figure 4, and Figure 5, and Figure 6 show learning curves
on training and test data for the three different algorithms.
Here, thex axis is the number of training iterationsl ∈
{1, · · · , L = 30} (L = 20 for the MER training), and the
y axis is the BLEU performance on the training and test data.
In Figure 4, the averaged sentence-level BLEU score on the
training data is improved from29.5 for the initial model to
31.9 after30 iterations. Simultaneously, on the MT03 test set,
the BLEU score improves from43.1 to 44.8. The learning
curve in Figure 4 is typical for the experiments in Table VI and
in Table VII: it is less smooth than the one shown in Figure 2
where only binary feature are used. This is particular true
for the cost-insensitive perceptron weight vector updatesas
shown in Figure 5. To obtain the scores shown in Table VI and
Table VII the online training algorithm is carried out to obtain
a weight vectorwl for each iterationl. The weight vector
wl which corresponds to the highest development set BLEU
score is used to decode the MT03 test set as well. Although
the learning curves corresponding to the perceptron training
are not as smooth as the ones obtained from the Costmargin
training, after carrying outL = 30 iterations, translation per-
formance does not seem to be effected significantly. Figure 6
shows the learning curve corresponding to the MER training.
Even so the MER training conceptually maximizes the corpus-
level BLEU score the averaged sentence-level BLEU score is
reported for direct comparison purposes. The MER learning
curve is much smoother, but the MER training algorithm
is more complex than the online training algorithms which
need only a few seconds of CPU time to run on the small
development set. Contrary to [2] where the use of a200-
best list is reported, the results in Table VI and in Table VII
show that a good translation performance can be obtained
using a1-best list even in the case of the MER training. In
the case of the Costmargin and the perceptron algorithm an
almost identical performance is obtained using a1-best list.
When using6 real-valued features, Table VI shows that the
MER training obtains the best BLEU score on training and
test data. Although the MER training achieves a significantly
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higher BLEU score on the training data (a BLEU score of
32.8 (line 5) vs. a BLEU score of31.4 (line 10) for the
Costmargin training), the performance difference on the test
data is much smaller (44.7 vs. 44.5), i.e. while the MER-
trained weight vector fits the training data better no advantage
is obtained on the test data. Moreover, when including a non-
probabilistic feature the MER training achieves a significantly
lower BLEU score as shown in Table VII. Here, performance
can be improved significantly by increasing the size of then-
best list. On the other hand, the Costmargin and the perceptron
algorithm achieve a close to optimal BLEU score by producing
a 1-best list only. Here, the perceptron and the Costmargin
training algorithms have a nearly identical run time which is
not effected by the different weight vector updates. A typical
run over the MT02 development data takes about500 seconds
on a single Opteron machine (using a trigram language model).
Generating ann-best list slows down decoding by about a
factor of 3, where the sizen of then-best list does not effect
the decoding time significantly. Online training time is only
about0.43 seconds per iteration, i.e. less than1 % percent
of the total training time is needed for the online training
step in Table II and in Table III. The online training time is
close to being linear in the size of then-best list as can be
expected from the description of the algorithm in Table III:the
complexity of theargmax operations in the inner-most loop
is linear in the size|V (S)| of the relevant set. Consequently
when using a10-best list training time is increased to3.5
seconds per online iteration. Using a5-gram language model
in the experiments corresponding to line7 and line 11 in
Table VII improves the BLEU test score by about2.5 % to
47.3 and 46.9 respectively. Since using a5-gram language
model increases decoding time by more than a factor10 only
a 3-gram language model is used for the experiments in this
paper.

D. Effect of Evaluation Metric

Table VIII shows the effect of using a different evaluation
metric during training. Here, the multi-reference word-error
rate (mWER) [20] replaces the averaged sentence-level BLEU
score during training. The mWER is based on a simple word-
matching algorithm and can be computed efficiently. In order
to apply the Costmargin training algorithm, a reverse mWER
ǫ
′

is defined:ǫ
′

= 1− ǫ, whereǫ is the regular mWER which
is computed on a sentence-by-sentence basis. The reverse
mWER is used as a replacement for the BLEU score in the
Costmargin algorithm. Again, experiments are carried out for
different sizesn of the n-best list. The results in Table VIII
show that using the reverse mWER as a training criterion
decreases BLEU and METEOR test scores when using the
Costmargin training algorithm: this is due the evaluation
metric mis-match on training and test data. On the other hand,
for the cost-insensitive perceptron algorithm the performance
degradation is minor compared to the results in Table VII.

E. Combination of Real-valued and Binary-valued Features

Table IX demonstrates the improvement obtained from
including binary-valued features on top of a baseline system

TABLE VIII
ARABIC-ENGLISH TRANSLATION RESULTS USING THE MULTIPLE

WORD-ERROR-RATE (MWER) AS TRAINING CRITERION. HERE, THE
PERCEPTRON TRAINING RESULTS IN SUBSTANTIALLY BETTERBLEU TEST

SCORES.

Method n-best training test
size dev mwer test bleu test meteor

cost- 1 38.2 42.9 66.3
margin 3 37.9 41.5 64.4

10 38.2 41.9 65.4
100 38.2 41.7 65.2

percep- 1 38.0 45.3 66.4
tron 3 36.4 44.3 65.5

10 37.8 44.5 66.6
100 36.7 44.3 65.6

TABLE IX
ARABIC-ENGLISH TRANSLATION RESULTS DEMONSTRATING THE USE OF

BINARY FEATURES TO IMPROVE A BASELINE SYSTEM BASED ON7
REAL-VALUED FEATURES.

Line Set of Features training test
dev bleu test bleu test meteor

1 7 features 31.9 44.8 66.9
2 7 features & binary 31.6 45.1 67.8
3 binary & 7 features 31.7 45.6 67.8

using the7 real-valued features (a)-(g) described in Section VI.
The baseline system is the one corresponding to line7 in Ta-
ble VII, i.e. the weight vector is trained using the Costmargin
algorithm with a1-best list. The training is carried out in two
stages: either the weight for the real-valued features is trained
first and kept fixed while the weights for the binary features are
trained or the binary feature weights are trained first followed
by the training of the weights for the real-valued features.

The binary feature weights are trained on the parallel
training data consisting of the230 thousand sentence pairs
used for the experiments in Section VI-A. The weight vector
for the real-valued feature components is trained on the MT02
development set. Table VII shows that a small improvement
in BLEU and METEOR scores is obtained on top of an
already good baseline system, i.e. the MT03 BLEU score
is improved from44.8 to 45.6 and the METEOR score is
improved from 66.9 to 67.8 (line 3 of Table IX). These
results are obtained by training the binary feature weightsfirst.
Training the real-valued feature weights first (i.e. re-using the
weights from line1) results in a worse BLEU score as shown
in line 2. Training the weights for both binary and real-valued
features simultaneously is future work as the current training
is unstable in this case.

VII. C OMPARISON AND FUTURE WORK

The work in this paper substantially differs from previous
work in phrase-based SMT [9], [21], [22] which is based
on components which are estimated using generative models
similar to the noisy channel approach in [16]. While error-
driven training techniques like the MER training algorithm
[2] are commonly used, this paper presents a sequential block
segmentation approach to SMT that is similar to part-of-speech
tagging or shallow parsing. The novel approach treats the
decoding process as a black box and is capable of optimizing
tens of millions of parameters automatically, which makes it
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applicable to other problems as well. Although at this stage
the system performance based on binary feature functions is
not yet better than previous approaches, improvements can be
expected in the future, e.g. training weights for phrase-based
features discriminatively might have advantages over training
phrase-based weights generatively as in [23]. The choice ofour
formulation is convex. However, the loss function in Eq. 4 may
not be optimal, and using different choices may lead to future
improvements. Another important direction for performance
improvement is to design methods that better approximate
Eq. 6. While the global training approach presented in this
paper is simple, after15 iterations or so, as can be seen from
the learning curves in Figure 2 and Figure 3, the alternatives
that are being added to the relevant set differ very little
from each other, slowing down the training considerably such
that the set of possible block translationsV (S) might not
be fully explored. As is shown extensively in Section VI-B
the current approach is able to handle models based on real-
valued features as well. The perceptron algorithm presented in
Table III is conceptually simple, fast and achieves performance
comparable to the MER training algorithm.

Two perceptron-like algorithms that handle global features
in the context of re-ranking are presented in [24] where results
comparable to the MER training are achieved. The results in
that paper are based on re-rankingn-best lists and the run
time complexity of these algorithms is quadratic in the sizen
of the n-best lists, wheren = 1000. On the other hand, the
complexity of the online algorithms in this paper is only linear
in the size of the alternative set|V (S)|. Another perceptron-
style discriminative training algorithm for SMT is presented
in [25]. Unlike the current work, the perceptron algorithm in
[25] is restricted to handle only source sentences of length5-15
words, and it still uses so-called blanket probability features in
all its experiments. Additionally, [25] raises the issue whether
a reference translation is reachable for a given block set and
decoder and modifies its update strategy accordingly. The
problem of reachability within the Costmargin approach is
handled by the fact that the gold standard block sequence is
generated by the same decoder that is used during training,
i.e. the updates are carried out towards a block sequences
which is guaranteed to be reachable. On the other hand,
when training weights for real-valued features the perceptron
algorithm performs as well as the MER training without taking
reachability concerns into account. The use of ’seed’ block
sequences in Section V is related to the use of the ’seed’ rules
in [26]. The direct translation model presented in [27] can
also be compared to the current paper. A MaxEnt model is
trained which is capable of handling millions of features. This
MaxEnt model still relies on a set of specialized features and
binary features are manually crafted to fit the Arabic English
direct translation model. In contrast, the discriminativetraining
algorithm presented in this paper treats the decoder as a block
box and allows features to be more freely defined.

APPENDIX

We present an instance of the generic approximate relevant
set method in Table I, for which we can prove a convergence
bound.

TABLE X
APPROXIMATE RELEVANT SET METHOD WITH EXACT

M INIMIZATION

initialize weight vectorw0 ← 0
for each data pointSi

initialize truth VK(Si) and alternativeV (r)
0 (Si)← {}

for each decoding iteration ℓ: ℓ = 1, · · · , L

let V (r)
ℓ

(Si)← V
(r)
ℓ−1(Si)

for each data pointSi andzk ∈ VK(Si)
select an alternativẽzℓ

k
(Si) ∈ V (Si)− VK(Si) such that

ψ(wℓ−1, zk, z̃
ℓ
k
(Si)) = maxz′∈V (Si)−VK (Si)

ψ(wℓ−1, zk , z
′)

updateV (r)
ℓ

(Si)← V
(r)
ℓ

(Si) ∪ {z̃
ℓ
k
(Si)}

let Qℓ(w) = N−1
PN

i=1 Φ(w,VK(Si), V
(r)
ℓ

(Si)) + λw2 and
updatew: wℓ ← arg minw Qℓ(w)

Lemma 2: Consider Table X, and assume thatΦ(w, V, V ′)
is a convex function ofw. Let

Mℓ = sup
i,zk∈VK(Si)

‖∇wψ(wℓ−1, zk, z̃
ℓ
k(Si)) + λw‖2.

DefineQ(w) = N−1
∑N

i=1 Φ(w, VK (Si), V (Si)) + λw2, and
δℓ = infw Q(w)−Qℓ(wℓ), then

0 ≤ δℓ ≤ max(0.5δℓ−1, δℓ−1 − 0.25λM−2
ℓ δ2ℓ−1).

Moreover, letŵ = argminw Q(w), then‖wℓ−ŵ‖2 ≤
√

δℓ/λ.

Proof: Since for eachw, Q(w) ≥ Qℓ(w) ≥ Qℓ−1(w),
we have the following inequalities:

Qℓ(wℓ−1) = Q(wℓ−1) ≥ inf
w
Q(w) ≥ Qℓ−1(wℓ−1).

Therefore if we letdℓ = Qℓ(wℓ−1)−Qℓ−1(wℓ−1), thenδℓ−1 ≤
dℓ. Let bℓ = Qℓ(wℓ)−Qℓ−1(wℓ−1), thenbℓ = δℓ−1−δℓ. Since
∇wQℓ−1(wℓ−1) = 0, we can use convexity and obtain

bℓ =Qℓ(wℓ)−Qℓ−1(wℓ−1)

≥Qℓ−1(wℓ)−Qℓ−1(wℓ−1)

≥Qℓ−1(wℓ)−Qℓ−1(wℓ−1)−∇wQℓ−1(wℓ−1)
T (wℓ − wℓ−1)

≥λ‖wℓ−1 − wℓ‖
2
2.

Similarly, by convexity,

Qℓ(wℓ−1)−Qℓ(wℓ) ≤ ∇wQℓ(wℓ−1)
T (wℓ−1 − wℓ).

Therefore

dℓ − bℓ =Qℓ(wℓ−1)−Qℓ(wℓ)

≤|∇wQℓ(wℓ−1)
T (wℓ−1 − wℓ)|

≤Mℓ‖wℓ−1 − wℓ‖2

≤Mℓ

√

bℓ/λ.

Now using δℓ−1 ≤ dℓ and bℓ = δℓ−1 − δℓ, we haveδℓ ≤
dℓ − bℓ ≤Mℓ

√

(δℓ−1 − δℓ)/λ . That is,

δℓ ≤ δℓ−1 − λM
−2
ℓ δ2ℓ .

We thus either haveδℓ ≤ 0.5δℓ−1 or δℓ ≤ δℓ−1 −
0.25λM−2

ℓ δ2ℓ−1. This proves the first claim. For the second
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claim, we note that the first order condition∇wQℓ(wℓ) = 0
holds. Therefore by convexity, we have

Qℓ(ŵ)−Qℓ(wℓ)

= Qℓ(ŵ)−Qℓ(wℓ)−∇wQℓ(wℓ)
T (ŵ − wℓ)

≥ λ‖wℓ − ŵ‖
2
2.

This implies thatδℓ = Q(ŵ)−Qℓ(wℓ) ≥ λ‖wℓ − ŵ‖
2
2.

Lemma 3: Assume that forℓ ≥ 1,

δℓ ≤ max(0.5δℓ−1, δℓ−1 − 0.25λM−2
ℓ δ2ℓ−1).

LetA = 2 supℓ≤L M
2
ℓ /λ andℓ∗ = max(0, log2(δ0/A)). Then

whenℓ ≥ ℓ∗,
δℓ ≤ 2A/(ℓ− ℓ∗ + 2).

Proof: If δℓ ≥ A, then δℓ ≤ 0.5δℓ−1 · · · ≤ 0.5ℓδ0. This
implies thatδℓ∗ ≤ A. We now prove the lemma by induction.
When ℓ = ℓ∗, the claim holds. Whenℓ > ℓ∗, we assume that
the claim holds forδℓ−1, then

δℓ ≤δℓ−1 − δ
2
ℓ−1/(2A)

≤2A/(ℓ− ℓ∗ + 1)− 2A/(ℓ− ℓ∗ + 1)2

=2A[(ℓ− ℓ∗)(ℓ − ℓ∗ + 2)/(ℓ− ℓ∗ + 1)2]/(ℓ− ℓ∗ + 2)

≤2A/(ℓ− ℓ∗ + 2).

This proves the lemma forδℓ.
Theorem 1: Under the conditions of Lemma 2, and let

A = 2 supℓ≤L M
2
ℓ /λ andℓ∗ = max(0, log2(Q1(0)/A)). Then

whenℓ ≥ ℓ∗, δℓ ≤ 2A/(ℓ− ℓ∗ + 2) and

‖wℓ − ŵ‖2 ≤
√

2A/λ(ℓ− ℓ∗ + 2).

Proof: We note thatδ0 = infw Q(w)−Q0(0) ≤ Q1(0)−
Q0(0) = Q1(0). The claims are now direct consequences of
Lemma 2 and Lemma 3.
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